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It’s gourmet made easy. Whether you’re trying something new or whipping up one of your 

classic culinary go-tos, our all-natural spices, seasonings, salts and mixes will transform any 

meal into something truly special. So sprinkle some on or stir some in for an extra kick, zip or 

hint of flavour. No matter what you’re serving up, it’s sure to be a crowd-pleaser. 

BE THE CHANGE COFFEE RUB
Inspired by South America | 50g

Perfect for grilling or roasting,  
leaves neighbours itching for  
another dinner invite.

NZSF200102 AUSF200102

O P E N  A  W O R L D  O F  F L A V O U R 
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MONTREAL STEAK RUB
Inspired by Canada | 50g

Take a trip to Canada with this 
spice rub. With flavours of dill, 
rock salt, sweet paprika and  
a little chili heat. 

NZSF400109 AUSF400109



SAFARI RUB
Inspired by Africa | 50g

The complexity of flavours comes 
together in this rub for a taste 
that’s second-to-none. Certain  
to be a kitchen must-have. 

NZSF200107 AUSF200107
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Created to enhance the natural flavour of meats and vegetarian options, our rubs 

and savoury seasoning blends deliver tender, juicy results with impeccable flavour.  

All you have to do is rub, grill, broil or fry and serve for all to enjoy. 

DOWNUNDER GOURMET GRILL RUB
Inspired by Australia | 50g

No BBQ is complete without  
this rub. Subtle flavours enhance 
any meat or vegetable.  

NZSF200101 AUSF200101

NEW ENGLAND SEAFOOD RUB
Inspired by USA | 50g

Perfect for fish and seafood,  
grilling, roasting or boiling.  
Flavours of allspice and paprika 
make it just-right for any meal.

NZSF200103 AUSF200103

ONION GARLIC RUB
Inspired by USA | 50g

This perfect Onion Garlic  
Rub is great for hearty  
casseroles, added to burgers  
or used as a rub. 

NZSF200104 AUSF200104

ROAST RUB
Inspired by USA | 40g

Sunday night roasts will never be  
the same with the addition of this 
rub. Add to meats and veggies  
and watch them disappear.

NZSF200106 AUSF200106

SOUTHERN STYLE DRY RUB
Inspired by USA | 50g

We know you love ribs. With 
sweet paprika, chili and mustard, 
this will become a must-have
at your next cook-up. 

NZSF200105 AUSF200105

TEX-MEX RUB
Inspired by USA | 50g

With Tex-Mex flavours taking  
over the culinary world, this  
rub will be a great addition  
for all who love the extra kick. 

NZSF200108 AUSF200108

NOW YOU’RE Cooking. 



PIZZA SPICE
Inspired by Italy | 25g

Pizza just got tastier. Add to 
your base or toppings for a 
flavour pop. Also perfect in 
Italian dishes for extra wow. 

NZSF400111 AUSF400111

PASTA SPICE
Inspired by Italy | 20g

Makes pasta a breeze. Simply add to 
hot pasta, drizzle with olive oil,  
or add cream for a creamy base.

NZSF400110 AUSF400110

Add a pinch (or more) of delicious 

flavour to all your favourite meals—

from basics like soups and roasts  

to Indian- and Asian-inspired meals. 

We’ve got everything you need  

for a full pantry of delicious  

meals and full bellies.   

SPICE UP THE 
Everyday. 
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MADRAS SPICE
Inspired by India | 40g

We’ve turned down the heat  
a little with this family favourite.  
Customise a mild to medium  
curry to suit every taste.

NZSF400101 AUSF400101

TANDOORI SPICE
Inspired by India | 40g

Indian Tandoori comes to life  
in this spicy blend. Perfect for  
Tandoori chicken, added to pizza 
or with cauliflower and yoghurt.

NZSF400116 AUSF400116

CEYLON CURRY SPICE
Inspired by Sri Lanka | 45g

With flavours from Sri Lanka, this  
spice blend allows you to create  
an inspired curry in minutes. 

NZSF400103 AUSF400103

LOW N’ SLOW BBQ SPICE
Inspired by USA | 40g

Our Low N’ Slow BBQ Spice  
takes pulled pork to a new level.  
Add to brisket or chicken for a  
taste explosion.

NZSF400108 AUSF400108 

KERALA FRIED RICE
Inspired by India | 45g

Beautiful Indian-inspired  
spice perfect for vegetarian,  
meat or rice dishes. 

NZSF400106 AUSF400106

CHILI SPICE
Inspired by USA | 50g

Bring chili to life with this sensational 
spice blend. Leftovers are bound  
to be a thing of the past.

NZSF400104 AUSF400104

Find recipes, inspiration and more 
at saveurrecipes.com
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SATAY SPICE
Inspired by Thailand | 50g

Make your own satay quickly 
and easily with this Satay  
Spice blend and enjoy all  
the authentic flavours.

NZSF400112 AUSF400112



GYRO SPICE
Inspired by Greece | 30g

Fantastic Greek-inspired spice,  
perfect for meats, salads and  
mousakka. Mint flavours take  
meals to the next level.

NZSF400107 AUSF400107

TAGINE SPICE
Inspired by Morocco | 40g

Tagine Spice is perfect for slow 
cooking and can be used with 
lamb, beef or chicken. Vegetarian? 
Try couscous or lentils. 

NZSF400115 AUSF400115

SPANISH PAELLA
Inspired by Spain | 50g

Sweet and smoky paprika and bell 
peppers give this spice blend a rich, 
full flavour. Bringing street food right 
to your home.

NZSF400113 AUSF400113

WOK SPICE
Inspired by China | 50g

Perfect to enhance any Asian-style 
dish. Simply add white or black 
sesame seeds to Wok Spice for 
authentic flavours.

NZSF400117 AUSF400117
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CARIBBEAN JERK SPICE
Inspired by Caribbean | 55g

Use as a dry rub or wet marinade. 
This Caribbean Jerk Spice will 
add a kick to any meal. 

NZSF400102 AUSF400102

FAJITA SPICE
Inspired by Mexico | 50g

Love Tex Mex? Then make  
Fajita Spice a regular on  
your menu, making things  
as hot as you like. 

NZSF400105 AUSF400105

Our array of salts and spices are sourced from 

all over the world and come in a wide range of 

colours, coarseness and textures, ensuring you’ve 

always got the just-right ingredient for the task. 

Add to or sprinkle over any dish for that perfect 

savoury finishing touch.  

SALTS & SPICES

TACO SPICE
Inspired by Mexico | 50g

Every day can be Taco Tuesday 
with Taco Spice. Add to chicken, 
fish, beef or beans for the perfect 
flavour blend.

NZSF400114 AUSF400114 

CINNAMON BLEND BAKING SPICE
Inspired by Scandinavia | 45g

Perfect for all your baking needs, 
from apple pies, crisps and  
everything in-between. 

NZSF500101 AUSF500101

SEASONED SALT
Inspired by USA | 80g

A perfectly balanced everyday 
seasoning to add flavour to your 
meals. A must for every household.

NZSF300101 AUSF300101 

HIMALAYAN SALT & PEPPER
Inspired by Nepal | 80g

This pink Himalayan salt with  
hints of chili flakes, garlic and  
Szechuan pepper will have you 
reaching for this at every meal. 

NZSF300102 AUSF300102

NUTMEG BLEND BAKING SPICE
Inspired by USA | 45g

A perfect blend of spices to  
enhance your pumpkin pie or  
latte. Or, add to savoury dishes  
for more complex flavours.

NZSF500102 AUSF500102
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TURKISH MIX
Inspired by Turkey | 80g

Turkish Mix can be used to  
enhance pilaf, dolma or add  
exotic flavours to soups and stews. 
Add to sour cream for a tasty dip.

NZSF100115 AUSF100115

Whether you’re going for zesty or 

sweet, spicy or earthy, our mixes are 

sure to make any dish delectable. 

Explore our wide variety of flavours 

and options, then load up on them 

all for endless possibilities.  

Go ahead, 
MIX THINGS 

UP. 

SPICED BEET HUMMUS MIX
Inspired by Turkey | 80g

Who knew beets could taste this 
good? Certain to be a crowd-
pleaser at every gathering. 

NZSF100103 AUSF100103

CURRY HOUSE MIX
Inspired by India | 80g

A curry for everyone. Classic curry 
house flavours perfect for deviled 
eggs, dips and more.

NZSF100105 AUSF100105
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The international product development  
team at Saveur Natural Foods meticulously 
sources only the best ingredients – authentic, 
pure, ETO- and PPO-free. Our spices are 
unadulterated, lab tested and steam sterilised 
to ensure the products we deliver to you are of 
the highest quality. Cutting the extra layers in 
our distribution channel helps us keep those 
products fresh by bringing them directly from  
us to your kitchen.
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ONLY THE best

ITALIAN PINZIMONIO OLIVE OIL MIX
Inspired by Italy | 70g

Take entertaining to a new level. 
Simply add to quality olive oil,  
sour cream or mayo for a  
new taste experience.

NZSF100109 AUSF100109

POMODORO BASIL MIX
Inspired by Italy | 80g

Perfect for so many things.  
Add to a grilled cheese, as  
a dressing to your favourite  
dishes or as a dip.

NZSF100101 AUSF100101

CALABRESE PESTO MIX
Inspired by Italy | 80g

Create your own pesto, in a flash. 
With flavours of roasted peppers, 
it’s perfect to add to pasta, chicken, 
bruschetta and more.

NZSF100102 AUSF100102

CREAMY DILL MIX
Inspired by Scandinavia | 80g

A gourmet staple. Use it on  
everything from eggs and  
seafood to Greek yoghurt.

NZSF100106 AUSF100106

GUACAMOLE MIX
Inspired by Mexico | 70g

Add smashed avocado for an  
easy dip or salad dressing. No  
avocado? Just add sour cream.

NZSF100107 AUSF100107

GARLIC MIX
Inspired by France | 50g

A pantry staple, add to simple  
dips, garlic bread or potatoes.  
It’s quick, easy and the flavour  
is fantastic.

NZSF100108 AUSF100108



TURKEY BRINE
Inspired by USA | 60g

Takes turkey to the next level. 
With rosemary, orange peel,  
bay leaf, just add extra salt  
for the full brine experience.

NZSF100114 AUSF100114

CALIFORNIA ONION MIX
Inspired by USA | 45g

A pantry essential. This mix will  
become a quick, go-to product to 
add to almost any tasty spread.

NZSF100111 AUSF100111

SOUTHERN SEAFOOD BOIL
Inspired by USA | 60g

Southern-Style Seafood Boil  
is the perfect addition to your  
next seafood cook-up.

NZSF100112 AUSF100112

JAPANESE CURRY MIX
Inspired by Japan | 100g

Easy-to-use Japanese Curry  
Mix takes the fuss out of cooking. 
Fantastic flavours create exotic  
dishes from everyday recipes. 

NZSF100110 AUSF100110
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SPICY CAJUN MIX
Inspired by Southern USA | 80g

Take a flavour trip with this Spicy 
Cajun Mix. Great for dips, Creole  
and everything in-between.

NZSF100104 AUSF100104

THAI MIX
Inspired by Thailand | 80g

Thailand in a jar. The rich  
aroma of lemongrass makes  
this the perfect addition to 
chicken or seafood for a 
quick, tasty green curry. 

NZSF100113 AUSF100113



Person by person, we’re reinventing what direct 

selling means. With over 2,000 fun, healthy 

products a click away, Youngevity takes the  

best of network marketing and combines  

it with e-commerce, party planning and  

social sharing, carving out a fresh, new  

space. One we think you’ll love.

It’s the evolution of the new economy,  

in which you work where you want and  

when you want and get paid weekly.  

It’s not all about 9-to-5, but about  

24/7 control over your career and  

lifestyle. How far you go is up to you,  

but we’ll give you the tools and the  

support to get there. Discover  

your perfect balance between  

work and life with Youngevity.

Welcome to 
THE BUSINESS 
OF OPPORTUNITY. 

TAKE THE LEAP, YOU’LL BE HAPPY YOU DID.
We want you to live a life filled with possibility, passion and 

personal betterment. And what better way to do that than 

with a brand you already know and love? Better yet, with a 

dedicated, experienced team with the tools and know-how  

to help you make that happen. 

JOIN US. 
youngevity.com



Visit us at youngevity.com for more information on all 

of our health, wellness, and lifestyle brands:

• Health & Nutrition

• Home & Family

• Food & Beverage

SAVEUR IS JUST A SMALL
TASTE OF everything 
YOUNGEVITY HAS TO OFFER. 

• Coffee

• Spa & Beauty

• Essential Oils

• Fashion

• Photo

• Services

5c Airborne Road, Rosedale, Auckland 0632, NZ
NZ: 0800 375 635  |  AUST: 1800 756 467
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